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ABS 'IBACT OF THESIS 
Epidermal patterns of the widest portion of the leaf blade of 
selected members of the Andropogoneae were studied. These included 
23 genera and 71 species, some of which were duplicates, mald.ng a 
total of 83 entries. The specimens were collected by Dr. H. c. Reynolds 
in the Andropogoneae Nursery, a common transplant garden having similar 
environmental conditions and located at Oklahoma State University at 
Stillwater, Oklahoma. 
Spidermal patterns were studied mainly by the peel method, using 
acetone and cellu~ose acetate film. These were compared with peridermal 
sections and some -whole cleared mounts which were made by Dr . Reynolds. 
The leaf epidermal elements, silica cells, bicellular-microhairs, 
cushion hairs, macro-hairs, swollen hairs, bulbous hairs, papillae, 
stomata, and long cells were observed on the abax:i.al and ad.axial 
surfaces from the leaf margin to mid vein. Also , the arrangement of 
epidermal elements, silica cells, stomata, and trichomes was 
examined. These were observed on the abaxial surface (lower surface) 
more in detail than on the ad.axial surface (upper surface) . 
Bicellular-microhairs and silica cells were found to be the most 
diagnostic characters, and the arrangement of silica cells, trichomes 
and stomata were also found to be important for classification of 
species of the Andropogoneae. 
In the members of the Andropogoneae investigated, it was found 
that the cushion hairs, swollen hairs, spicules, papillae and stomatal 
distribution were more variable characters. Epidermal patterns are 
more important for identification of grasses by vegetative characters 
than the individual elements. 
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During the past half century that part of botany, and i n fact 
aJ.l biological sciences which deal with evolution and classification, 
have entered a new era by the use of new tools for solving evolution-
ary and taxonomic problems. 
The anatomicaJ. and histological features of the grass leaf 
have been studied from the systematic point of view since the end 
of the last century. 
An important paper on leaf structure is t hat by Prat (1936) who 
examined the features of the leaf epidermis. He showed that epidermal 
features are correlated vnth characteristics of cross sections of 
leaves and can be divided into two major types, Festucoid and Panicoid. 
In addition, Prat found that the Panicoid type can be classified into 
two subtypes, Eupanicoid and Chloridoid. The oridoid subtype is 
characterized by globose or club-shaped bicellular micro-hairs and 
saddle-shaped silica cells, whi le the Eupanicoid subtype has rod.like 
micro-hairs and dumbbell-shaped silica cells. Prat found that the 
subtypes are in agreement with morphological features and proposed the 
systematic grouping of Supanicoids and Chloidoids under the sub-famizy 
Panicoideae. 
While the anatOJI\Y and histology of grass leaves has been studied 
more recentzy by various investigators, most of the papers have dealt 
with genera which were not at aJ.l, or only scantily, examined by Prat 
and other earlier investigators. 
Prat (1948) stated that "The subfamilies Bambus oideae and 
Panicoideae possess the most complicated shapes of silica cells 
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such as in the Eupanicoid tribes, and in the Cbloridoid tribes . In 
the subfamily Festucoideae on)Jr the simplest types of silica cells 
are present. In Bambusoideae and Panicoideae, there are bicellular 
hairs, thread-like in the Eupanicoid tribes, and swollen in the 
Chloridoid. The cushion hairs, too, are correlated with the Panicoideae 
subfamily. The true Festucoideae never possess either bicellular or 
cushion hairs. 11 
Prat (1948) said that characters are based on the distribution 
of epidermal cells. The distribution of the different types of cells 
on all the organs of the plant (leaves, internodes, glumes, etc.) obey 
precise rules and show notable differences from one species to another, 
and within a species from one varie ty to mother . The distributive 
characters thus constitute a second category of taxonomic importance. 
They are less fundamental but allow more delicate distinctions than 
the structural ones, as they provide a means of distinguishing smaller 
groups (species or varieties) instead of subfamilies and tribes. For 
this reason thelf are the most valuable for taxonomic or genetic work. 
Metcalfe (19.54) recently pointed out that certain characters of 
the epidermis, such as the shape of subsidiary cells of the stomatal 
apparatus, are systematically important as well as the silica cells 
and the microhairs. Metcalfe (1960) in his book, Anatonw of the 
Monocotyledons, Part II Gramineae, states: ''Although all descriptions 
of the epidermis in this book have been drawn up w.l th this viewpoint 
in mind, the reader should remember that authors of other books and 
articles have not necessarily done likewise.n 
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.As mentioned above by various investigators, structural. characters 
of the epidermis of Gramineae are one of the significant characters for 
grass classification. 
Tateoka (1958) reported tha:t two species of Arundinella, !• 
Nepalensis Trin., and~• decempedalis Tanowsky, showed saddleshaped 
silica cells while in eleven other species of the s ame genus t hey 
are dumbbell-shaped. 
H. C. Reynolds (1959) studied morphology of the leaf blade of 
selected members of the .Andropogoneae, principally leaf vasculari-
zation patterns and amounts of lignification, and found significant 
differences between species. While this work does not i nvestigate 
epidermal patterns, it does note the epidermal ppendages as seen in 
cross section as described in his key to the species. 
This epidermal pattern was studied with selected Andropogoneae 
from taxonomic view point in the present study. 
A general background in grass morphology was obtained from 
Arber (1934), and t he books of Esau (1957, 1960 ) were hel pful f or t he 
general knowledge of anatomy . The peel roothod was described by 
Lonert (1960)., 
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MATERIAI.S AND METHODS 
Material 
The widest portion of the leaf blade of selected members of 
the Andropogoneae as studied. lhese i ncluded 23 genera and 71 species, 
some of which were duplicates, making a total of 83 entries which were 
collected by Dr. H. C. Reynolds in the Andropogoneae Garden at Oklahoma 
State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma. 
}1ethods 
The epidermis was peeled from a leaf blade with cellulose acetate 
film (0.15 mm. in thickness). The dried leaves were immersed in a 
glycerin, alcohol, and water solution for two days. These were washed 
for 24. hours in fresh water and excess water was removed from the leaf 
surface by blotting. Acetone was placed on the leaf surface, then cov-
ered by the cellulose acetate which was pressed down tightly with a 
finger for about three minutes, the cellulose acetate stripped off and 
the cellulose acetate piece was fixed on a glass slide. 
Observation was made under the microscope with 100 i and 400 X-
magnification. Photomicrographs were made of both epidermal surfaces 
to use as illustrations, and these were suppl emented by line drawings 
of silica cells, cork cells, and trichomes. 
For purposes of comparison, peridermal sections, cross section of 
leaf blades, and some whole cleared mounts were observed which were made 
by Dr. Reynolds. 
OBSERVATIONS 
The leaf e pidermal elements, sil ica cells, bicellular -micro -
hair s, cushion hairs, macrohairs, swol len hairs, bulbous hairs , 
papillae, stomata, and l ong cells were obser ved on t he abaxial 
(lower surface) and ada.xial surf aces (upper surface) f rom l eaf 
margin to mid vein. Also, t he arrangement of the pr eceding epidermal 
elements was examined . These wer e observed on t he abaxial surf ace 
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mor e in detail t han on t he adaxial surface, because the aba:xial sur face 
epidermal patterns were more varied t han t hose of the adaxial surface. 
All of these observat i ons are described on the f ollowing pages . 
Fig. No. 
1. Andropogon barbinodis Lag. 
The aba.xial surface has stomat a and swollen hairs al ternating in 
the sa~e row, and t hree or f our rows of these to one row of silica 
cells. 
The adax:i.al surface has many silica cells in t wo or three r ows 
on the vein porti on. The sil ica cells are dumbbell-shaped, and 
often compacted. 
Bi cel lular hairs are on both leaf surf aces, and are f ew. Swollen 
hairs alternate with stomata and bi cel l ular hairs in the same r ow. 
Long cells are slightly undulated on both sides. 
Both epidermal surfaces are nearly plane. 
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2. Andropogon bicormis 
The abaxial surface has silica cells and swollen hairs alter-
nating in the sruae row, which alternate with one row of stomata, 
or occasional].;,~ two. 
The ada.xia.L surface has two rows of lanceolate hairs on each 
major vein to two or three rows of single row swollen hairs 
above the minor veins. The adaxial surf ace is lacking i n stomata. 
The silica cells are dumbbell-shaped. 
Long cells of the lower surface are not as deeply undulate as 
those of the ad.axial surface. The cells of t he upper surface 
are deeply wavy on the marginal :portion of the leaf. 
3. Andropogon distachyus L. 
The abax:i.al surface has one row of silica cells alternating with 
one or two rows of stomata. Swollen hau-s alternate with the 
stomata in the same row. 
The silica cells are dumbbell-shaped, sometimes appearing H-shaped . 
The ada.xial surface has §Cuminate bicellular hairs and the lower 
surface has long cushion hairs, in addition to p<H)illae . Long 
cells are shallowly wavy. 
The ad.axial surface of the epidermis is slightly undulate to nearly 
plane. 
4. Andropogon gabonensis 
The abaxial sur face has several small silica cells alternating 
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with large ovate hairs in the same row, and this alternating 
with two rows of stomata alternating with papillate hairs in 
the same row. 
Stomata occur on the abaxial surface only. 
':-:'The papil.Lae are the rather uniform size and very abundant, occurring 
in rows down the middle of the long cells. 
The silica cells are not well developed. 
The ada.xial surface has larger round hairs than the aba.xial surface •. 
Papillae are few compared to the lawer surface. 
Bicellular hairs occur on the abamal surface. 
Long cells are deeply wavy on both surfaces and form loop-like 
protru:;;ions. 
5. Andropogon gay anus Kunth 
The abaxial surface has a group of silica cells alternating w.i th 
single ovate hairs in the same row. The silica cells are nearly 
dumbbell- shaped and some are nodulose. Cushion hairs; ovate hairs , 
and papillae are on both surf aces of the leaf. Bicellular hairs 
occur on the abax:i.al surface. Long cells are shallowly waved . 
The papillae occuF' in conspicuous rows on both epidermal surfaces. 
6. Andropogon gerardi Vitman 
The abaxial surface has groups of silica cell s alternating w.i.th 
single ovate hairs in the same row, and this alternating With two 
rows of stomata. The silica cells are dumbbell-shaped. The 
abaxial surface has bicellular hairs. 
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Both surfaces of the leaf have small ovate hairs, and t he marginal 
portion of the leaf has in.a.ey spicules. 
7. Andropogon hallii Hack. 
The aba.xial surface has silic a cells and spindle shap ed hairs 
alternating the same row, and this to one row of stomata, 
The silica cells are sometimes well developed an:i dumbbell-shaped. 
Both surfaces have spindle shaped or clavate hairs and t he lower 
Surf ace has a few bi cellular hairs. Stomata are on the lower 
surf ace only. The adaxial surface is deeply undulate o Long 
cells are deeply wavy with the loops touchi ng each ot her. 
Andropogon hallii may be distinguished from Andropogon gerardi, 
in that the f' orrer has conspicuous spindle-shaped hai rs on both 
epidermal surfaces which are lacking in Angropogon gerardi. 
8.. Andropogon lateralis 
The aba.xial surface has silica cel ls and bul bous or ovate hairs 
alternating in t he s ame row, and t his row to one or t wo rows of 
stomata. 
Bicellular hairs occur on the lower sur f ace. The adax:i.al surface 
has many long cushion hairs and bulbous swollen hairs. 
Stomata occur on the abaxial surface. 
Long cells are shallowly undulate on both sides. 
A distinctive feature of the abaxial surface is the numerous 
acuminate bulbous-based hairs. On the adaxial surf ace the 
swollen hairs are very closely spaced in straight rows, either 
single or double. 
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9. Andropogon pseudapricus Stapf 
The abax:i.al surface has silica cel ls and bul bous hairs alternating 
in the same row, and this r ow t o a row consist i ng of stomata and . 
swollen hairs alternati ng. The silica cells are well devel oped 
and dumbbell-shaped. 
Both surfaces of t he leaf have vei ns wi t h cushion hairs over them. 
Swollen and buYbous hairs are numer ous on both surfaces . Bicellular 
hairs occur on the ab axial surf ace only. 
Long cells are deeply wavy on both sur faces . 
10. Andropogon saccharoides Swart ~. 
The aba.x:i.al surf ace has stomata and cl av ate or swollen hairs 
in the same row and two or f our rows of t hese to one to three 
rows of si lica cel ls. Silica cells are numer ous . 'I'he silica 
cells are well developed and nearl y unif or mly dumbbell-shaped. 
Both surfaces have bicel lular hairs and clavate hairs . 
Stomata are on the abax:i. al surf ace only. 
Long cel ls are shallowly wavy on both surfaces. 
11. .Andropogon spathif lorus 
The abaxial surface has bulbous hair s and silica cells alter-
nating in the same row, and one row of t hese elements to one r ow 
of stomata. The stomata alternate wi th papillae, in the same row. 
The adaxial surface has many silica cel ls on the vein porti on. 
The silica cells are du..rnbbell-shaped. 
Bicellular hairs, many bul bous hairs and spicul es occur on the 
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aba.xial surface and a few bicellular hairs and swollen hairs 
on the ad.axial surface. 
Long cells are deeply wavy on both surfaces. 
Both surf aces 01' the leaf are strongly undulate. 
12. Andropogon ternarius Michx. 
The aba.xial surface has silica cells and bulbous hairs alter-
nating in the same row, and each row of these elements to one row 
of stomata. Conspicuously convex epidermal cells alternate wi. th 
the stomata in the same row and are sometimes papillate . 
The a.da.xial surface has a few silica cells in between the 
swollen hairs. 
Silica cells are dumbbell-shaped. 
Both surfaces have bicellular hairs, and bulbous hairs are on 
the upper surface only. 
13. Apluda varia 
The abaxial surface has nodulose silica cells and bulbous or 
swollen hairs alternating in the same row, and one to three 
rows of these elements to one row of stomata. The nodulose 
silica cells a.re quite distinctive, but the dumbbell-shaped 
silica cells are also present. 
The ada.x:i.al surface has ovate hairs and the lower surface has 
many bulbous heirs • 
Both surf aces have cushion hairs. 
Long cells are shallowly wavy on both surfaces. 
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14. Bothriochola decipiens C. E. Hubb. 
The abaxial surface has several silica cells and bulbous hairs 
alternating in the same row, and one or two rows of these elements 
to one row of stomata with papillae. 
Both surfaces have bulbous hairs and the ad.axial surface has 
bi cellular hairs . 
Stomata occur on both surfaces. 
Long cells are wavy on the marginal portion of the blade on both 
surfaces. 
15. Bothriochola glabra A. Canms 
The aba.xial surface has silica cells and cork cells alternating 
in the same row, and one to three rows of these elements to two 
to f our rows of stomata. 
The adaxial surface has several si ica cells and swollen hairs 
alternating in the same row. 
~ne silica cells are dumbbell-she~ed, cruciate-shaped and double-
blade-axe-shaped. 
Bi cellular hairs are few and on the lower surf ace . 
Long cells are deeply wavy on both surfaces. 
16. Bothriochola insculpta 
The aba:xial surface has stomata and ovate papi llae alternating 
in the srure row, and one or two rows of these elements to one 
or tsee rows of' silica cells. The silica cells on the aba.xial 
surface occur in two or three rows above the major veins and 
usually in a single row above the minor veins . The silica 
cells are dumbbell-shaped and cruciate-shaped. 
The abax:i.al surface has many papillate hairs. 
Bicellular hairs occur on both surfaces. 
Long cells are shallowly undulate on both surfaces. 
Stomata occur on both surfaces, but are few in the adaxi. al 
surface. 
17. Bothriochloa insculpta A. Camus 
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The aba.xial surface has stomata aid ovate papillae a.Lternating in 
the same row, and two to f our rows of these elements to one of 
silica cells except on the vein portion . 
The silica cells are nearly dumbbell-shaped and some silica 
cells are nodulose . Both surfaces have bicellular hairs and 
the abaxial surface has cushion hairs. 
The marginal. portion of both leaf surf aces have spicules and 
deeply wavy long cells. 
The ovate papillae form a very conspicuous pattern on the abaxial 
epidermis as they are regularly spaced in definite rows. 
The stomata are shortened fusiform instead of elongated as i n 
Bothriochloa 11insculpta?" 
18. Bothriochloa intermedia A. Canrus 
The ab axial surf ace has stomata and swollen hairs, alternating in 
the same row, and three or four rows of these eLements to two or 
three rows of silica cells. The adaxi.8l surface has several silica 
cells and · ovate hairs alternating in the sarre row. Silica cells are 
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dumbbell-shaped. Both surfaces have long cushion hairs, swol len ovate 
bulbous hairs and bicellular hairs. 
Long cells are deeply wavy on the vein portion on both surf aces. 
The abaxial surface has many papillate hairs. 
19. Bothriochola intermedia A. Camus 
The ab axial surf ace has one to tbree rows of sil ica cells alternating 
with three or four rows of stomata. 
The silica cells are dumbbell-shaped. 
Both surfaces have bicellular hairs and very s mall bulbous hairs. 
Long cells are deeply wavy on both surfaces. 
200 Bothriochloa intermedia A. Carrus 
The abaxial surface has stomata ~d swollen hatrs alternating in 
the same row and one or two rows of these elements to one to two 
rows of silica cells. 
The silica cells are nearly dumbbell-shaped and these developed well 
on the vein portion. Both surfaces have bicellular hairs and the 
abaxiaJ. surface has more papillate hairs. 
Long cells are deeply wavy on the marginal portion on both surfaces. 
21. Bothriochola intermedia A Camus 
The abaxial surface has stomata. an:i swollen hairs alternating in the 
same row. and one or two rows of these elements to one or two rows 
of silica cells except on the vein portion. 
The silica cells are nearly dumbbell-shaped and some are modulose. 
'l'he ab axial surf ace has. many papillae, and more swollen hairs than the 
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ad.axial surf ace • 
Bicellular hairs occur on both surfaces but few on the lower 
surface. 
Long cells are deeply wavy on both surfaces. 
The swollen hairs or papillae are very numerous in regular 
closely-shaped rows. 
22 • Bothriochloa intermedia A CaTt1Us 
The ab axial surf ace has stomata and clavate hairs alternating 
in the same row and one to three rows of these elements to one 
or two rows of silica cells. 
The vein portion of the lower surface has three rows of broad 
dumbbell-shaped silica cells. 
Both surfaces have clavate hairs and bicellualr hairs, and the 
lower surface has many papillate hairso 
Long cells are deeply wavy on both surfaces. 
23.. Bothriochloa ischaemum Keng (Amoy, China) 
The abaxial surface has stomata and papillae alternating in the 
same row, and two to f aux of these elements to one row of silica 
cells, except on the vein portion where trere are three rows of 
silica cells. 
Silica cells are dumbbell-shaped. 
Both surfaces have bicellular hairs and tre ad.axial surface 
has cushion hairs • 
Long cells are deeply wavy on the marginal portion of both 
surfaces of the leaf. 
The stomata are elliptic to nearly round. 
2a. Bothriocbloa ischaerrru.m Keng (Formosa) 
The aba.xial surfaces have stomata and papillae alternating 
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in the same row and two or three rows or more of these elements 
to one row of silica cells except on the vein portion. 
The lower surf ace has more papil lae than the upper surface. 
The adaxial surface has several silica cells and long bulbous 
hairs alternating in the sa.roo row. 
Both surfaces have cushion hairs and bicellular hairs. 
The marginal portion of the leaf has spicules. 
Long cells are deeply wavy on both surf aces, and the upper surface 
is undulate. 
25. Botbriocbloa ischaemum Keng (Austria) 
The abaxial surf ace has stomata and swollen hairs or bulbous 
hairs alternating in the same row and two to four rows of these 
elements to one row of dumbbell-shaped silica cells. 
Both surfaces have cushion hairs, swollen hairs, and bulbous 
hairs. 
Long cells are deeply wavy on the upper surf ace. 
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26. Bothriochloa erianthoides C. E. Hubbard 
The a.baxial surface has stomata and swollen hairs alternating in 
the same row and four to six rows of these elements to one to three 
rows of silica cells. The adaxial surface has many silica cells, 
With two or three r ows on the vein portion . 
The silica cells are dumbbell-shaped. 
Bi cellular hairs are on both surf aces of the leaf. 
Long cells are shallowJ.y- wavy on both sides. 
Stomata occur on both surfaces and are elliptic t o rounded 
in shape. 
27. Bothriochloa pertusa A. Canrus 
The abaxial surface has stoma.ta and swollen hairs alternating 
in the s ame row and one or two rows of these elements to one or 
two rows of silica cells. Silica ce l s are nearly dumbbell-
shaped and some are nodulose. 
Cushion hairs and bi cellular hairs are on both surf aces . 
Swollen hairs and globose hairs are abundant:. on the lower surf ace 
and spicules occur on the upper surface. 
The abaxial surf ace has many papilla te hairs. 
Long cells are deeply wavy on the marginal portion of both sides 
of the leaf. 
28. Bothriochloa radicans A. Ca.mus 
The abaxial surface hB.s stomata and s wollen hairs alternating 
in the same row and each row of these elements to a single row 
of silica cells containing several silica cells alternating 
with swollen hairs. Silica cells are either so:rrewhat dumb-
bell-shaped, or nodulose. 
Bi cellular hairs occur on both surfaces. Swol l en hairs, spindle 
shaped hairs aid papillate hairs are many on the abaxi..al surface. 
Long cells are deeply wavy on the marginal portion of the leaf 
on both sides. 
29. Bothriochloa radicans A Cronus 
The aba.xial surface has stomata and swollen hairs alternating 
in the same row and two to four rows of these elements to one 
or two rows of silica cells. Silica cells are dumbbell-shaped. 
Cushion hairs, papillate hairs, and maiy sv10llen hairs occur on 
both surf aces. 
Long cells are shallowly wavy on the marginal portion of t he leaf 
on both sides. 
The ad.axial surface is undulate. 
JO. Bothriochloa saccharoides Rydb. 
The abaxial surf ace has stomata and swollen hairs alternating 
in the same row and two rows of these elements to one or two 
rows of silica cells. Silica cells are dumbbell-shaped and 
nodulose. 
Bicellular hairs, papillate hairs, and swollen hairs are more 
on the aba.xial surface tha:h the adaxial surface. Long cells 
are deeply wavy on the marginal portion. of the leaf on both sides. 
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31. Bothriochloa venusta A Camus 
The aba.xial surface has stomata and swollen hairs alternating 
in the sa.11e row and two to three rows of these elements to one 
or two rows of silica cells. 
The silica cells are dumbbell-shaped. 
Cushion hairs and bicellular hairs are numerous on t he abaxial 
surface and the upper surface has papillate hairs, and bulbous 
hairs. 
Stomata are on both surfaces of the leaf. 
The long cells on the marginal portion of the blade are more 
deeply waved than toward the middle of t he blade on both surf aces. 
32. Capillipedium parviflorum Stapf 
The abax:i.al surface has stomata and swollen hairs alternating 
in the same row and each row of t hese e lements to one or two 
rows of silica cells With cushion hairs or long bi cellular hairs. 
The silica cells are dumbbell-shaped. 
Both surfaces have many cushion hairs, bicellular hairs, and 
swollen hairs . 
The abaxial surface has more papillate hairs than the adaxial. 
The long cells are shallowly wavy on the marginal portion of both 
sides . 
33. Capillipedium spicigera 
The abax:i.al surf ace has stomata and swollen hairs alternating 
in the same row and one to two rows of these elements to one or 
two rows of several silica cells and swollen hairs or large 
bicellular cells alternating in the same r ow. 
The silica cells are dumbbell-shaped. 
Bi cellular hairs, papillate hairs and swollen hairs are more 
numerous on the aba.xial surf ace than on the ad.axial surface. 
Long cells are deeply wavy on both sides~ 
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Long bulbous-based spicules are present, and. only slightly curved. 
Large rectangular cells are scattered in the aba.xial epidermis. 
Leaf margins have blunt bicellular papillae . 
34. Cbrysopogon aucheri Stapf 
The abaxial surface has two or three rows of silica cells alter-
nating with one row of stomata. Some silica cells and bulbous 
hairs or bicellular hairs alternate in the same row. The silica 
cells are double-bladed-axe-shaped, ar cruciate . 
Long cells are deeply waved on both surfaces. 
35. Chrysopogon montanus Trin. 
The abaxial surface has t wo or three rows of silica cells alter-
nating -with one row of stomata. Some silica cells and bulbous 
hairs alternate in the same row. Each silica cell is usually 
accompanied by a s ingle cork cell. The epidermal pattern is 
almost the same as Chrysopogon aucheri, but all the cells of 
Chrysopogon montanus are smaller. 
The long cells are deeply wavy on both surfaces. 
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J6. Cleistachne sorghoides :Benth. 
The ab axial surf ace has stomata and swollen hairs alternating 
in the same row., and two to four rows of these to one or two 
rows of silica cells. The silica cells are dumbbell-shaped and 
some are nodulose. 
The ad axial surf ace has distinct rows of silica cells. 
Cushlon hairs and bicellular hairs are on both surfaces of the 
leaf. 
37. Cymbopogon bombycinus Domin . 
The aba.xial surface has one row of silica cells alternating with 
four rows of stomata. The silica cells are dumbbell- shaped but 
these are not well developed. 
Hairs are lacking on both surfaces which are nearly plane. 
Long cells are shallowly wavy on both i des. 
Epidermal cells on the adaxial surf ace are very large with a slightly 
convex ol11:ter wall . 
38. Cymbopogon exc avatus 
The abaxial surface has sever al silica cells alternating with 
each lanceolate hair in the same row. In some areas there are 
two rows of stomata to one row of silica cells, but in other 
areas the arrangement is variable. Some rows of silica cells 
alternate with onzy cork cells in the same row on both 
surfaces. 
The silica cells are dumbbell-shaped or cruciate. 
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Both sides have bicellular hairs. The marginal portiom of the 
leaf has spicules. The long cells are deeply wavy on both sides. 
39. Cymbopogon hookeri 
The aba.xi.al surface has silica cel ls and swollen hairs or 
lanceolate ha1rs alternating in the same row, and one or two 
rows of these elements to one row of stomata. The silica cells 
are nearly dumbbell-shaped or someti.."Tles cruciate. Bicellular 
hairs occur on the lower surface. 
Long cells are shallowly wavy on both sides and the upper surface 
is undulate. 
The large lanceolate hairs are a conspicuous feature of the 
aba.xi.al epidermis. 
40. Cymbopogon martinii 
The abaxiaJ. surf ace has one row of silica cells alternating 
with two to four rows of stomata. 
The silica cells are dumbbell-shaped. 
The ada.xial surface has small bicellul ar hairs. Stomata occur 
on both surfaces. 
Long cells are deeply wavy on the marginal portion of t he leaf on both 
sides. 
4lo Cymbopogon 
The abaxial surface has two or three rows of silica cells which 
are very distinct on the vein portion. 
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The silica cells are dumbbell-shaped or sometimes cruciate. 
Stomata and very small bi cellular hairs occur on both surfaces . 
Long cells are s hallowly wavy on both sides. 
Both surfaces are gener ally lacking i n swoll en hairs, papillae 
and cushion hairs, or other vestiture. Distinctive elliptic 
to rectangular-shaped short cel ls. are present between the long 
cells. 
Silica cells occur in two "!to t hree adjacent rows alternating 
With up to seven rows of stomata. The stomatal rows are some-
times indistinct. 
42. Diectomis Sp . Kunth 
The abaxial surfa~e of the leaf has stomata and swollen hairs 
alternating in the saine row and one row of these elements to one 
row of silica cells with bulbous hairs . The Silica cells are 
nearly dumbbell-shaped. The ab axial surf ace has swollen hairs 
and both surf aces have large pointed bi cellul ar hairs and pointed 
bulbous hairs . 
Long cells are shallowly wavy on both sides. 
43. Dichanthium annulatum Stapf 
The aba.xial surface has stomata and swollen hairs alternating in 
t he same row, and one row of these elements to one or two rows of 
f ilica cells. The silica cells are dumbbell-shaped and some are 
nodulose. Many bicellular hairs occur on the aba.xial surface but 
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only a few on the adaxial surface. Long cells are shallowly 
wavy . in 'both surfaces. The abax:i.al surface is strongly papillose. 
44. Dichanthium aristatum C. E •. Hubbard 
The aba.xial surface of the leaf has several silica cells and bulbous 
hairs alternating in the same row and one or two rows of these elenB nts 
to one or two rows of stomata. The si lica cells are dumbbell-
shaped. The ada.xial surface has many bulbous or lanceolate hairs 
and the abax:i.al surf ace has a few bi cellular hairs. 
Long cells are deeply wavy on the s.daxial surf ace. 
45. Dichanthium caricosum 
The abaxial surface has several silica cells and spindle shaped 
hairs alternating in the same row and one row of these to one 
row of stomata with swollen hairs or clavate hairs occurring in 
the same row. The silica cells are nearly dumbbell-shaped and 
some are nodulose. The abaxiaJ. surface has clavate., bulbous, 
and spindle shaped hairs. The adaxial surf ace has contiguous 
bulbous haim and bicellular hairs • 
Long cells are deeply wavy on the marginal portion of both 
surfaces. 
46. Dichanthium caricosum A. CaIIIUs (Malay ) 
The abaxial surface of the leaf has several silica cells and 
bulbous hairs alternating in the same row and one row of these 
elements to one row of stomata with clavate or swollen hairs. 
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The silica cells are dumbbell-shaped. The adax:ial surface has 
bi cellular hairs and contiguous swollen hairs. Long cells are 
deeply wavy on the marginal portion of both surfaces. The pattern 
is similar to number 45 but its hairs are smaller. 
47. Dichanthium caricosum var. media 
The abaxial surface of the leaf has several silica eel.ls to each 
bulbous hair alternating in the s rune row, and one or two raws of 
these elements to one row of stomata with clavate hairs . Silica 
cells are dumbbell-shaped, cruciate, and nodulose. 
The adaxial surf ace has bicellular hairs . 
Long cells are deeply wavy on the marginal portion of the leaf 
on both surfaces. 
48. Dichanthium papillosum Stapf 
The abaxial surface of the leaf has s everal silica cells to 
swollen hairs alternating in the s81lle row, and one row of these 
to one row of stomata w.i.. th bulbous hairs. The silica cells are 
nearly dumbbell-shaped. Both sur:faces have bicellular hairs 
and the ada.xi..al surface has cushion hairs. 
The lower surface has many papillae . 
Long cells are deeply wavy on both sides. 
49. Dichanthium sericeum A. CaIUUs 
The aba:xial surface of t he leaf has stomata and swollen hairs 
alternating in the same row, and one row of these elements to one 
row of silica cells with bulbous hairs or cushion hairs• 1'he 
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silica cells are dumbbell-shaped. The abaxial surface has many 
long cushion hairs and the ad.axial surface has sho±lt cushion 
hairs. 
Long cells are deeply wavy on the marginal porti on. 
Bicellular hairs occur on the abaxial surface. 
50. Erianthus longisetosus 
The abaxial surface of t he leaf has stomata and swoll en hairs 
alternating in the same row and one row of these elements to one 
or two rows of silica cells with swollen hairs. The silica cells 
are dumbbell-shaped and many of these are on the marginal portion. 
Bicellular hairs are on both surf aces . 
Long cells are deeply wavy on both surfaces. 
51. Erianthus ravennae (L.) Beauv. 
The ab axial surf ace has stomata and clavate hairs alternating in 
the same row, and two or three rows of these to one or two rows 
of silica cells with spindle shaped hairs. The silica cells 
are few, dumbbell-shaped and nodulose . 
Long cells are shallowly wavy on both sides . 
The ada.x:i..al surface is very undulate . 
52. Erianthus ~. 
The ab axial surf ace of the leaf has silica cel ls and large 
ovate hairs alternating in the same row. and one row of these 
elements to two or more rows of stomata. The silica cells are 
double-bladed-axe-shaped and nodulose. Bicellular hairs occur 
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on both surfaces. 
Long cells are deeply wavy on both surfaces. 
53. Eremopogon faveolatus Stapf 
The aba:x:i.al surface has silica cells and swollen hairs alter-
nating in the same row and one row of these el eroonts to several 
rows of swollen hairs . The silica cells are dumbbell-shaped . 
The aba.xial surface has many tufted swollen hairs and the adaxial 
surface a few bul bous hairs . 
Long cells are deeply wavy. 
Large finger-like papillae whi.ch <!) pear bi cellular are very 
conspicuous. 
Several rows of stomata to each one or two rows of silica cells 
occur on both surfaces. 
54. Euclasta condylotricha Stapf 
The aba.xial surface of the leaf has stomata and clavata hairs 
alternating in the same row and two t o five rows of t hese 
elements to one or two rows of silica cells. The elements make 
a regular pattern. The silica cells are dumbbell- shaped. Both 
surfaces have bicellular hairs . 
Long cells are deeply wavy on both surfaces. 
Rows of swollen hairs are very uniform. 
55. Heteropogon contortus Roem. & Schultz 
The aba.xial surface of t he leaf has stomata and clavate hairs 
alternating in the sarne row and two to five rows of these to 
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one or two rows of silica cells. The elements make a regular 
pattern. The silica cells are dumbbell-shaped . Both surfaces 
have bicellular hairs . 
Long cells are deepzy wavy on both surfaces. 
56. Heteropogon contortus Roe1~ & Schultz 
The abaxial surface of the leaf has swollen hairs and stomata 
alternating in the same row and two to four r ows of these 
elements to one or two rows of silica cells with pointed clavate 
hairs. The silica cells are dumbbell- shaped. Both surfaces have 
bi cellular hairs . Stomata are abundant on both surf aces. 
Long cells are deeply wavy on both surfaces . 
57. Hyparrhenia chysargyrea 
The abaxial surf ace has swollen hairs a:i. d stomata alternating 
in the same row and one or two of these to one or two rows of 
silica cells with swollen hairs . The silica cells are dumb-
bell- shaped . Both surfaces have bicellular hairs , swollen hairs 
a..11d stomata. 
Long cells ere deeply wavy on both surfaces . 
58. Hyparrhenia confinis 
The abaxial surface has stomata and bul bous hairs alternating 
in the same row and one or more rows of _these elements to one 
r ow of silica cells with swo llen hairs. The silica cells are 
dumbbell-shaped. Both surfaces have bicellular hairs and swollen 
hairs . 
Long cells are shallowly wavy on the marginal portion of the 
leaf on both surfaces. 
59. Hyparrhenia cymbaria (L.) Stapf 
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The aba.x:i.al surface has stomata and small swollen hairs alter -
nating in the same row an d one or two rows of these to one row 
of silica cells with large clavate hairs. The silica cells are 
dumbbell-shaped. Both surfaces have bicellular hairs , swol len 
hairs, and bulbous hairs. 
Long cells are shallowly wavy on both surfaces. 
60. Hyparrhenia diplandra 
The abaxial surface of the leaf has stomata and swollen hairs 
alternating in the same row, and two rows of these elements to 
one row of sil ica cells. The cili ca cells are dumbbell-shaped 
or cruciate. Both surfaces have stomata , ovate hairs, swollen 
hairs, and bi cellular hairs. 
Long cells are deepl y wavy on both surfaces. 
The adaxial surface is prominentl y undulate. 
61. Hyparrhenia edulis (Greenhous.e) 
The abaxial surface has silica cells and bulbous hairs alternating 
in the same row, and one row of these elements to one row of 
stomata with swollen hairs . Silica. cells are dumbbell- shaped. Both 
surf aces of the leaf have bi cellular hairs and swoll.en hairs, while 
stomata are on the abax:i..al surface only . 
Long cells are shallowly wavy on both surfaces. 
The epidermal pattern is quite unif orm. 
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62. gyparrhenia edulis (Nursery) 
The abaxial surface has silica cells and bulbous hairs alternating 
in the same row, and one row of these elements to one or two rows 
of stomata a...TJ.d swollen hairs alternating the same r ow. The silica 
cells are dumbbell-shaped. Both surf aces have l ong cushion hairs, 
swollen hairs, and bi cellular hairs . The adaxial surf ace has many 
more cushion hairs than the lower surface. 
Long cells are deeply wavy on both surfaces. 
The adaxial surf ace contains a few stomata in comparis on to 
Hyparrhenia edulis grown in the greenhouse in which they are 
la.eking on the adaxial surface. 
63. eyparrhenia familiaris 
The aba.xial surface has stomat a and swollen hairs alternating 
in the same row, and one to six rows of these elelll3nts to one 
or two rows of silica cel ls. The silica cells are dumbbell-
shaped. Both surf aces have many large cushion hairs , swollen 
hairs, and bicellular hairs . 
The long cells are shallowly wavy on both surf aces. 
The cork cells are quadrate in shape. 
64. eyparrhenia hirta (L •. ) Stapf 
The ab axial surf ace has stomata and swollen hairs alternating 
in the same row and one row of these elements to one row of 
silica cells with swollen hairs in the same row. The large 
swollen hairs have prominent horizontal striae. 
The silica cells are nearly dumbbell-shaped. 
Bicellular hairs occur on both surfaces. 
Long cells are deeply wavy on both surfaces of t he marginal 
portion. 
65. Hyparrheni a ruf a (Madagascar) 
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The aba.xial surface has two to f our r ows of stomata alt ernat ing 
with two rows of silica cells. The sil ic a cells are dumbbell-
shaped. Bicellular hairs occur on both surfaces, and swollen 
hairs on the upper surface. 
Long cells are deeply wavy wit h loops ne arly t ouchi ng on bot h surfaces. 
Short cells are deeply wavy between t he long cel ls. 
Stomata are lacilng on the adax:i al surface. 
66. eyparrhenia rufa (Ness) Stapf (Belgian Congo) 
The abaxial surface h as stomata and swoll en hairs alternating 
in the same row, and two rows of t hese e lement s t o one t o t hree 
rows of silica cells w.i.th bulbous hairs i n t he s ame row. 
The silica cells are dumbbell-shaped and doubl e-bladed-a.xe-
shaped, or sometimes cruciate. Bicel lular hairs occur on both surfaces . 
Long cel ls are deeply wavy on the marginal portion. 
Conspicuous light rows mark the silica-bulbous hair rows. 
Stomata occur on both surfaces. 
The epidermal pattern is different than :gyparrhenia. rufa from 
Madagascar. 
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67. Hyparrhenia ruprechii 
The abaxial surface has stomata and swollen hairs alternating 
in the s ame row, and two rows of t hese elements to one r ow of 
silica cells with small cushion hairs or bulbous hairs in the 
same rowa The silica cells are dumbbell-shaped . 
The adaxial surface has si lica cells and cushion hairs alter-
nating in the same row. 
The Long cells are deeply wavy on both surfaces. 
Stomata occur on both surfaces. 
Papillae vary greatly in size and shape and are very numerous , 
usually in distinct rows on the long cells in t he middle of the 
cel ls. 
68. Hyparrhenia welwitschii 
The aba.x:ial surface has stomata and swollen hairs alternating in 
the same row, and one r ow of these elements to three rows of silica 
cells w.i. th bul bous clavate hairs in the s ame row. The silica cells 
are nearly dumbbell-shaped, bicellular hairs and swollen hairs 
occur on both surfaces. 
Long cells are deeply wavy on t he marginal porti on of both surfaces. 
Stomata occur on both surfaces. 
69a Ischaemum rugosum Salisb. 
The aba.x:.ial surface has papillate and swollen hairs, -whereas the 
adaxial surface has ovate hairs., The silica cells ~ e above the 
vein portion of both surfaces. Bicellular hairs are few, and 
cushion hairs are on both surfaces. 
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The long cel ls are deepzy wavy in the abax:i.al epidermis. 
The subsidiary cells have a small papillae at each end . This 1s 
rarely found in other members of the Andropogoneae i nvest i gated. 
Papillae are very numerous~ small, and uniform on t he abax:i.al 
surface and are nearly absent on t he adaxial surfaceo 
70. Ischaemum ~•(Maybe Isolaema) 
The abaxial surface of t he l eaf has many swol len hairs, 
papillate hairs, and cushi on hairs, the l atter very large . 
The silica cells are above the vein por t i on of the adaxial surface 
and are ha.Fdly found in the abaxial surface . 
The silica cells a.re double-bladed-axe s haped. Bicellular hairs 
occur on the upper surface. 
The long cells are shallowly wavy on the adaxi al surface. 
T'ne guard cells of t he stomata a.re papillate in t he abaxial epidermis. 
Two or more stomatal rows may alternate wit h each silica r ow. 
71. Iseilema laxum 
The abaxial surface has stomata and swol.ien hairs alt ernat ing in 
the same row, and one or two rows of t hese elements to one or two 
rows of silica cells. T'ne silica cells are dumbbell-shaped. 
Bicellular hairs occur on both surfaces of t he l eaf. 
The adax:i.al surface has large round hairs which a.re J!Rlch l arger 
than on the abaxial surface. 
The long cells are shallowly wavy on both surf aces. 
Stomata occur on both surfaces. 
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72. Iseilema vaginif'lorum 
The lower surface has stomata and swollen hairs al t ernati ng i n 
the same row and one or two rows of these elements to one or two 
r ows of si lica cells. The silica cells are dumbbell- shaped. 
Bicellular hairs occur on both sur faces of the leaf . 
The upper surface has round hairs . 
The long cells are deeply wavy on both su rfaces . 
Stomata occur on both surfaces . 
73. Lasiurus hirsutus (Forsk) Boiss . 
The abaxial surface has s hort cells between t he long cells and 
a f ew dumbbell-shaped silica cells. Often two short cells occur 
together . The silica cells are not abundant . 
Bicellular hairs and stomata occur on b oth surfaces . 
Long cells are deeply wavy on both surf aces and t he ad.axial surface 
of the epidermis is undul.ate. The silica cells are nearl y dumbbell-
shape d, but are usually quadrat e and occur together with a cork cell . 
74. Miscanthidum junceum (Stapf) Stapf 
The aba.xial surface has short cruci at e, dumbbell- shaped , or 
double-bladed axe- shaped silica cells between the long cells . 
The ada.xial surface has a few macrohairs, but no cushion hairs 
could be found , and both surfaces have bicellular hairs and 
stomata. 
Long cells are deeply wavy , app;i aring like continuous loops on 
both surf aces. 
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75. Miscanthus sinensis .lmderss. 
The aba.xial sur face has stomat a and swollen hair s al t ernat i ng in 
the same row, and two or t bree rows of these to one row of silica 
cel ls. The silica cells are nearl y dumbbell-shaped and above the 
vein portion. The adaxi a l sur f ace has silica cell r ows clearly 
above the vein portion. Macro-hairs (cushions are l acking or not 
well developed), many swollen hairs, l anceolate hairs and 
papilla.te hairs occur on the abaxial surface. The adaxi al sur face 
has large swollen hairs and small bicell ul ar hairs . 
The l ong cells are shallowl y wavy on both surf aces , and the 
ab axial surf ace i s undulate . 
76. Pogonatherum panicemn (Lam.) Hack. 
The abaxial sur f ace has many short papillae and a f ew st oma t a o 
The ada.xial surface has a row of sili ca cells between the rows of 
papillae and bi cellular hairs. The silica cells are dumbbell-
shaped and nodulose. 
Long cells are shallowly wavy on b oth surfaces. 
77 e Rottbellia exaltata L.f 
The abaxial surface has one to three rows 0£ stomata alternating 
with one to four rows of silica cells. The vein portion has four 
distinct rows of silica cells. The adaxial surface has s ilica 
cells and spindle shaped hairs alt erna t ing in the same r ow. 
Cushion hairs occur on the adaxial surface. The s ilica cells are 
dumbbell-shaped and nodulose. 
The long cells are deeply wavy on both surfaces. 
Stomata occur on both surfaces. 
78. Schizacbyrium jeffreysii (Hack.) Stapf 
The aba:xial surface has one to two rows of stomata alternating 
with one row of silica cell s. The silica cells are durnbbell-
shaped. In the adaxial surf ace the silica cells are very 
distinct and usually occur in single rows, and a few bicellular 
liaits and small bulbous hairs are present . 
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Long cells are deeply wavy on both surfaces of the marginal 
portions of the leaf. The pattern of t he abaxial epi dermis is 
very characteristic in that it shows large bulbous cells 
alternating with the stomata in the same row. The nearly uniform 
alternation of stomata and silic cei.ls in a one to one row 
ratio is quite distinct . 
79. Schizachyriwnlittoralis 
The aba:xial surface has a row of silica cells and one to two 
rows of stomata alternating . The adaxial surface has a few 
silica cel ls, spindle-shaped hairs , and bul bous hairs . A few 
bicellular hairs are present . The lower surface has smal l 
bicellular hairs. 
Long cells are deeply wavy on both surfaces. 
Stomata are rare on the adaxial surface and occur mainly in a 
single row near the leaf margin . 
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80.. Sorghum aethiopicum 
The abaxial surf ace has three or four distinct rows of silica 
cells on some veings. Six to seven rows of stomat a alt ernate 
with each row of silica cells. This is a very l a r ge number. 
The silica cells are dumbbell-shaped. Bicellular hairs occur on 
both surfaces of the leaf and are few i n rnunber. A aba.xial 
surface has macy convex cells. Stomata occur on both surfaces . 
The long cells are deeply wavy on the upper surface. 
Stomata are almost as abundant on the a daxial surface as on the 
abaxial. 
81. Sorghum halepense (L.) Pers. 
The abaxial surface has one to three rows of silica cells 
alternating with two to five or more rows of s t omat a . The 
silica cells are almost dumbbell-shaped. Bicellular hairs 
are very few on both surfaces, a nd bulbous hairs are few on 
the adaxial surface. 
The long cells are deeply wavy. 
Stomata occur on both surfaces. 
82. Sorghum halepense (L.) Pers. (Dehra Dun, India) 
The abaxial surface has one to three rows 01' silica cells alter-
nating with three to five rows of stomata. The silica cells are 
dumbbell-shaped and nodulose. Both sur faces have a few bi cellular 
hairs and the ad.axial surface has a few swollen hairs. 
The long cells are deeply wavy on both surfaces. 
The adaxial surface of t he epidermis is undulate. 
Stomata occur on both surfaces. 
83. Sorghum halepense (L.) Pers. (India) 
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The aba...-xial surface has one to three rows of silica cells alternating 
with several rows of stomata . The silica cell s are dumbbell-shaped. 
A few bicellular hairs and bulbous hairs occur on both surfaces of 
the leaf. 
The long cells are deeply wavy on both surfaces. 
Stomata occur on both surfaces. 
Epidermal cells appear lar ger than t he collecti on from Dehra Dun, 
India. 
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(Key according to ab axial surf ace) 
A. Bicellul ar hairs present. 
B. Silica cells dumbbell-shaped. 
c. Cushion hairs or macrohairs present. 
D. Papillae present . 
E. Y1acr ohairs present . 
F . Papillae deas e 
FF . Papillae sparse -
~liscanthus s i nensis (75) 
H.yparrhenia edulis (61) 
EE . Cushion hairs present . 
F . Guard cells papillate -
G·. Papillae small 
Ischaemum ru.gosum ( 69) 
GG . ;Papillae large -Ischaemum ~ • (may be Isolaema) ' (70) 
FF . Guard cells not papillate . 
G. Long cells shallowly wavy . 
H. Stomata alternating with swollen hairs in the same row . 
I . Silica cells alternating with long bicellular hairs 
or cushion hairs - Capillipedium parv-iflorum (32) 
I I. Not as above 
J . Silica cells only dumbbell- shaped. 
K. Epidermal elements large-Bothriochloa venusta (31) 
KK . Epidermal elements small-Botbriochloa radicans (29) 
JJ . Silica cells both dumbbell- shaped and H- shaped . 
K. Many trichomes on abaxial surface -
Andropogon pseudapricus 





HH •. Stomata without alternating swollen hairs in 
s ame row - Andropogon gayanus . (5) 
GG . Long cell deeply wavy 
H. Silica cel ls alternating with cushion hairs or 
bul b ous hairs . 
I. Stomata alternating with swollen hairs in the 
same row 4 Hyparrhenia ruprechii (67) 
II. Stomata alternating with papillae in t he s ame 
row Bothriochloa ischae!ID.lm (Formosa) (24) 
HH . Silica cells not alternating with cushion hairs 
or bul bous hairs . 
I . Silica cells alternate with some trichomes in the 
s ame row. 
J. Silica cells usually alternating with swol len 
hairs in the same row -Dichanthium papillosum (48 ) 
JJ. Silica cells alternating with ovate hairs in 
the s ame r ow- Bothriochloa intermedia (India ) (18) 
II . Silica cells not .;il ternating wi th trichomes in 
the s rune row . 
J. Silica cells dumbbell-shaped only -
Bothriochloa ischaemum (23) 
JJ . Silica c ells dumbbell-shaped or some nodulose . 
K. Stomata alternating with swollen hairs in the 
s ame row - Bothriochloa pertusa (27) 
KK . Stomata al. ternating wi t h ovate papillae in the 
same row - Bothriochloa insculpta (17) 
DD . Papillae absent. 
E. Long cells s hallowl y wavy . 
F . Silica cells and some swollen hairs in the same 
row . 
G. Stomata alternatiri..g with swollen hairs in the 
same row Euclasta condylotricha (.54) 
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GG. Stomata not alternating with swollen hairs in t he same 
row - Andropogon l ateralis (8) 
1''F •. Silica cells and some c ork cells in the s ame r ow -
Izyparrhenia familiaris (63) 
EE . Long celJs deeply wavy . 
F . Silica cells alternat ing with trichomes in the same 
row - Dichanthium sericeum (49 ) 
FF . Silica cells without alternating trichomes . 
G. Silica cells dumbbell-shaped or so~e nodulose -
Cleistachne sorghoides 
GG. Silica cells cruciate or double -blaced axe-
shaped. Y.d.scanthidium j unceum 




II. Pointed bul bous hairs few - Hyparrhenia edulis (62 ) 
GG . Silica cells ~uthout alternat ing trichomes in the 
s ame row - Andropogon saccharoides (10) 
CO . Cushion hairs or macrohairs absent . 
D. Papillae present . 
E. Long cells shallowl y wavy . 
Fo Silica cells dumbbell-shaped or cruciate 
Bothriochloa insculpta 
FF. Silica cells dumbbell-shaped or nodulose -
Pogonatherum pa.niceum 
EE . Long cells' deeply wavy . 
F . Silica cells with some trichDmes in t he same row. 
G. Stomata alternating with swollen hairs or large 
bicellular hairs in the same row. 




nodulose - Bothriochloa radicans (28 ) 
HH.. l\Tot as above , and long cells much narrower -
Capillipedium spicigera (33) 
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GG •. St omat a a l ternati ng with papillae in the same row . 
H. Silica cell s and some large ovate hairs in the same 
r ow - Andropogon gabonensis (4 ) 
HH . Silica cells and some bulbous hairs in t he s ame row. 
I . Papillae abundant -
II . Papillae not abundant -
Bothriochloa decipiens (14) 
Andropogon spathiflorus (ll) 
FF . Silica cells Without some trichomes in the s ame row . 
G. Silica cells dumbbell-s haped only . 
H. Stomata alternating with clavate hairs in the s ame 
row - Bothriochloa inter media (Cal cutta) ·22 ) 
HH. Stomata alternating with swollen hairs in the sane 
Bothriochloa interrredia (Australia) (20) 
GG . Silica cej_l s dumbbell - shaped or nodulose . 
H. Silica cells abundant in each row arrl nodulose -
Bothriochloa saccharoides (30) 
HH . Silica cell s few in each row and nodulose -
Bothriochloa int er media (Delhi) (21) 
DD . Papi llae absent . 
E. Long cells s hallowly wavy . 
F . Silica cells dumbbell- shaped onl y . 
G. Silica ce l ls alternating wit h l m'ge clav ate hairs -
Hyparrhenia cymbaria 
GG . Silica cells alternating with bul b ous hairs i n the 
s ame r ow. 
(59) 
H. 1 2.rge swollen dichotomous pyriform hairs present -
Bothriochloa erianthoi des (26 ) 
HH . Large swollen hairs efusent. 
I. Small r ound hairs present - Isei lema laxum 




FF. Silica cells of v arious shapes . 
G. Sil i c a cells dumbbell- shaped or nodulose -
Dichanthium annulatwn (43) 
GG . Silica cells dumbbell - shaped or cruciate. 
H. Several silica cells alterna t ing wi th l anceolate hairs 
in the s mne row - Cyrnbopogon excavatus (38) 
RH. Silica cells without alternat ing trichomes -
Cynb0pogon ~· (4J.) 
EE . Long cells deeply wavy . 
F . Stomata alternating Wit h trichornes in t he smne row . 
G. Silica cells dumbbell-shaped only . 
H. Stomata alternating with bul bous hairs in t he s ame row 
IflJ:oarrhenia confinis (58 ) 
HH. Stomat a alterna.t ing with swol len hairs in the s ame row . 
I. Silica. cells alternating with s wollen hairs i n the 
s rune row . 
J. Pointed swollen hairs present . 
K. Ada.xi al surf ace undulate - Hyparrhenia hirta. (64) 
KK. Ad.axial surface nearly plain -
Erianthus longisetosus (50) 
JJ. Pointed swollen hairs absent 
Hyparrhenia chrys argyrea (57 ) 
. II • . Silica cells alternating With clavate or bulbous hairs 
in the s ame row. 
J. Stomata alternating w:i. th swollen hairs in the s ame row . 
K. Smal~ trichomes present. 
L. Round hairs present -
IL. Not as above -
Iseil ema vagi nif lorum (72) 
Heteropogon contor tus (55) (56 ) 
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KK. Large trichomes present - Hyparrhenia welwi tschii ( 68) 
JJ . Stomata alternating wi th bulbous hairs in the same 
row . 
K. Large bulbous hairs present -
Schizachyrium jeffreysii 
KK. Small bulbous hairs present -
SchizachyTium littorlais 
GG. Silic a cells various , dumbbell-shaped or otherwise. 
H. Sili ca cells of nodulose form . 
I . Bulbous clavate ha irs present ..• 
J . Adaxi al surface wi th large bulbous hairs -
Dichantbium cari cosum 




Dichanthium caricosum var . medi a (47) 
II . Spindle s haped, clavate hairs present -
Dichar1thium caricosum (46) 
HH. Silica cells double - bladed-axe- shaped or cruciate . 
I . Swollen hairs wl th concentric banded marking -
Hyparrhenia diplandra (60) 
II . Swollen hairs without banded marking 
1-zyparrhenia rufa (Belgian Congo) (66) 
FF . Stomata without alternating trichomes in the same row . 
n. Stomata alternating with convex epidermal cells in the 
same row - Andropogon ternarius (12) 
GG . Stomata alternati ng with plain epidermal cells i n the 
same r ow. 
H. Silica cells dumbbell- shaped . 
I . Silica cells alte rnating with cork cells in the s ame 
row . 
J . Bi cellul ar hairs and bul bous or s wollen hairs present . 
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K. Bulbous hairs present. 
L. Long cells wide - $orghum halpense (India) (83) 
11. Long cel ls narrower than above -
Bothriochloa intermedia (P. I.) (19) 
KK . Swollen hairs present . 
L. Silica cells dumbell-sha.ped on]y 
Bothriochloa glabra (15) 
LL. Silica cells cruciate s haped . 
M. Long cells irregular and slightly r aised -
Sorghum halepense (Israel) (81) 
HM. Long cells regular an:i nearl y pl ane -
Hyparrhenia rufa (Madagascar ) (65 ) 
JJ. Bicellular hairs only present. 
K. Silica cells not abundant -
KK. Silica cel ls few . 
Lasiurus hirsutus (73) 
L. Convex cells occur between stomata i n the same row -
Cymbopogon martinii (40 ) 
LL. Convex cells l acking bet ween stomata in the same 
row - Sorghum aethiopicum (80) 
I I. Silica cells with some trichomes in t he s ame row . 
J. Ovate or spindle-shaped hairs present . 
K. A group of silica cells alternat i ng with singl e 
ovate hairs - Andropogon gerardi 
KK . Silica cells alternating with pointed spindle 
shaped hairs - Andropogon hal lii 
JJ. Bulbous hairs present . 
K. Silica cells alternating with either bulbous or 
bicellular hairs in the s ame row -
(6) 
(7 ) 
Chrysopogon montanus (35) 
KK. Several silica cells alternating with bulbous 
hairs - Dich..nthium aristatum (44) 
HH. Sili ca cells ·doubl e- bladed axe - shaped~ 
Erianthus ~ • (52) 
BB . Silica cells various but not dumbbell- shaped . 
C. Silica cells double-bladed axe - shaped or cruciate -
Chpysopogon aucheri (Ethiopia) (34) 
CC . Sili ca cells nodul ose 
Sor ghum halepense (Debra, India) (82) 
AA. Bi cellul ar hairs absent . 
B. Sil i ca cells dumbbel l - shaped only . 
C. Cushion hairs present . 
D. Stomata alternating with swollen or bulbous hairs in the 
same r ow - Bothriochloa ischaenru.m (25) 
DD . Stomata alternating with normal cells -
Rottbellia exaltata (77) 
CC . Cushion hairs ab sent . 
D. Trichomes not present -
DD . Trichomes present . 
C,'ymbopogon bombycinus ( 37) 
E. Swollen hairs present - Andropogon bicornis (2) 
EE . Rounded swollen hairs and poj_nted bulbous hairs 
present - Eremopogon faveolatus (53) 
BB . Silica cells nodul ose , dumbbell- shaped or cruciate. 
C. Si lica cells nodulose only - Apluda varia (13) 
CC . Silica cells dumbbell- shaped, nodul ore , or cruciate . 
D. St omata alternating with clavate hairs in t he same row -
Erianthus r avennae (51 ) 
DD . Stomata. alternating with normal cells in the same 
r ow - Cymbopobon hookeri (39 ) 
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INDEX TO FIGURES 
Note: The original magnification of X56o has been p~eserved in 
these photos. 
Symbols are as f ollows: 
B. - Bulbous hairs 
Bi. - Bicellular-micr ohai rs 
Co. - Cork cells 
C.S. - Cruciate shaped silica cells 
Cu. - Cushion hairs 
D.a. - Double-bladed axe-shaped silica cells 
D.s. - Dumbbell-shaped silica cells 
La.. - Lanceolate hairs 
Ma. - Macrohairs 
Ov. - Ovate hairs 
Pa. - Papillae 
Ro. - Round hairs 
s. - Swollen hair s 
INDEX TO FIGURES 
Fig. No . HCR Acc. No. Scientific name Or i gi nal or Last 
Known Source 
1 8521 And.ropogon barbinodis Lag • .Argentina 
2 8516 A. bicornis Brazil 
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3 8565 A. distachyus L. Al geria (Type for genus) 
4 8564 A. gabonensis Belgian Congo 
5 8517 .A. gayanus Kunth Tanganyika, .Africa 
6 8.519 A. gerardi Vitman Oklahoma 
7 8520 A. hallii Ha.ck. Wynoka, Oklahoma 
8 8514 A. l ateralis Brazil 
9 8566 A. pseudapricus Stapf Belgian Congo 
:.]0 8510 A. saccharoides Swartz Venezuel a 
11 8515 .A . spathiflorus Brazil 
12 8518 A. ternarius Michx Oklahoma 















C. E •. Hubb. Australia 
B. gl abra A. Camus Unit ed Provinces , India via'. 
Bothriochloa Uinsculpta11 ? s . Mr. (_'7 _,c_, , • ", ,. 
B. insculpta A. Camus Nairobi, Kecya, Mr . 
B. intermedia A. Camus Coimbatore, India 
Bo intermedia A. Camus P. I . 
B. inter media A. Camus Australia 














































Cal cutta , Indi a B. i nter medi a A. Camus 
B. ischaerlll.lll1 Keng 
Bo ischaemum Keng 
B. ischaemum Keng 
Amoy, China , via Woodward , o:k 
For mosa 
Austria. 
B. erianthoides C. E. Hubbard Australia 
B. pertus a A. Camus Ceylon (not f lowering) 
B. r adicans A. Crunus Kenya , Afr . 
B. radica.YJ. s? Nair obi , Kerry.a , Afr. 
B. saccharoides Rydb . Gl ass Mts~ Okl ahoma 
B. venusta A. Camus British Gui ana 
Capillipedium parvifl or um 
Stapf Keeya ·Afr . (not f lowering ) 
Ca.pi llipedi um spiciger a Texas 
Chrysopogon a:ucheri Stapf Ethiopia 
c. mont anus Trin. New Del hi , I ndi a 
Cqeistachne sorghoides 
. Benth o So .• Rhodesi a 
Gymbopogon bombyci nus 
Comin . Aust r"alia 
C. excavatus So . Rhodesia 
C. Hookeri JUlaha~ad, Indi a 
C. marti nii Punj a.b , I ndi a 
C. sp. . Aj mer, Indi a (l vs . pungent ) 
Diectomis Kunth 

























































D. aristatum C. E . Hubbard So. Africa 
Dichanthium caricosum A. Cam.ts 
O. caricosum Malay (Deep purple stem) 
D. caricosum var. media 
D. papillosum Stapf 
Do Sericeum A. Camus 
(not flowering) 
San .Antonio, Texas 
Australia via San Antonio , Te:i; 
Erianthus longisetosus 
Erianthus r avenna.e (1.) Beauv. 
Eri anthus sp. 
Eremopogon faveolatus Si:,apf Coimbatore., India 
Euclasta condylotricha Stapf 
Heteropogon contortus New DeLrii , India 
H. contortus Roem & Schultz Allahabad, India 
Hyparrhenia chrysargyrea 
H. confinis 





H. hirta (L.) Stapf 
H. rufa 
H. rufa ( Nees) Stapf 
H. ruprechii 
H~ welwitschii 
Ischaemu.m rugosum Stlisb. 
I. sp. (May be Isolaema) 
Belgian Congo 
Bel gian Congo 
Madagascar 
Belgian Congo 
Anglo-Egyp. Sudan (gveefilllo,lse) 
.Anglo-Egyp. Sudan (not fl . ) 




l::Belgi an Congo 
Belgian Con,go 
· Ass am, India 





























Lasiurus hirsutus (Forsk) 
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Assam, India 
Canberra , Australia 
Boiss. W. Sahara; Bein Abbes, Afr . 
}liscanthidium junceum 
(Stapf) So. Rhodesia (Botaey Greenhouse 
Mi.scanthus sinensis Anderss .:Mt . Fuji, Japan 
Pogonatherum panlceum (Lam.) 
Hack. Japan 
Rottboellia exaltata L.f Kruger·Nat 11 Park,So.Mr. 
Schizacl:zyrium jeffreysii 
(Hack.) Stapf So. Rhodesia , Afrida 
S. littoralis 
Sorghum aethiopicum 
S o halepense (L.) Pers. 
s . halepense (L . ) Pers. 
S . halepense (L.) Pers . 
So . Texas 
Israel 




Upper: low r surface 
Middle: upper surface 
Lower : sro rt c lls 
and trichom 
fi , . J . 
Andropogon dista chy-us L . 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 
Lower : short cells 
and trichomes 
~ ,. g MQ o 




Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 





Fi • 5 .. 
Andr opogon ayanus Kunth 
Upper lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 
Lower: short cells 
and trict omes 
Pf. , .. 
Fir . 
56 
ndr opofon gerardi Vitman 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 
Lower: short cells 
and trichomes 
57 
Andropogon hallii Hack. 
00 
~Qo. OS , .. Upper: lower surface ca:] Middle: upper surface co Lower : short cells and trichomes 
(Xp.,. 
t), 
,, ,.0. d. 
Andropogon lateralis 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 







Fi ., . 9- . 
And ropogon pseudapricus Stapf 
Upper : lower surfa ce 
Middle: upper surf ace 
Lower : short cells 
and trichomes 
Andropogon saccharoides Swartz 
Upper : l ower surface 
Middle: upper surface 
Lower: short cells 
and t r i chornes 
61 
. ndr opogon spa thiflor us 
(;(pc. 
0 0. c,, 
1). 4. 
Upper: lower surf ace co: Middle: upper surf ace 
i) s P"' 8 , Lower : short cel ls 
(XJ:: and tri chomes 
(Y . 1 . 
s 
ndropo on ternarius I ich.x 
Upper: lower surface 
l.iddle: upper surface 
Lower: short cells 
and trichcmes 
pluda varia 
.. O.o. Upper : lower surface Middle: upper surface s Lower short cells : 
Cl. and trichomes 
J, ; r . ·1 · • 
co• .rioc loa decipiens C. E. Hubb 
Upper : lower surface 
:~-8:: (1 Middle: upper surface /"'I. Lower . s hort cells . 
v e v r .. and trichomes 
65 
Bothri cchloa glabra A. Camus 
sg:i,. 
(} f 0, l>S Upper lower surface : Midd le: upper surface <• t. ' CDJ Lower: short cells S . and trichomes . . 
Fig . 15 . 
1'i · • 16. 
t r ic chloa "insculpta"? 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 
Lcwer : short cells 
and trichomes 
66 
Fi. . 17 . 
Bothr iochloa insculpta A. Ca.mus 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 
Lower : short cells 
and trichomes 
(/i 
h • lB . 
Bothriochloa intermedia A. Camus 
Coimbatore, India 
Upper : lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 
Lower: short cells 
and tr i chomes 
1-. 
ri 
I 19 . 
(.') 
Bo hri0chloa intermedia A. Ca.mus 
p . I . 
:J 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 
Lower : short cells 
and tricr.omes 
70 
Bo hriochloa intennedia A. Camus 
i.;s ralia 
vOq Upper : lower surface g Middle: upper surface o;, Lower : short cells 
and trichomes 
ii:; . "U . 
71 
Ea hriochl03 intermedia A. camus 
A.ustrali.a 
Upper: 1ower surface 
Middle: upper surface 
Lower: short cells 
and tric,homes 
8i 
Fi • ?2 . 
72 
cot ricchl"" in ermedia A. cainus 
u l i , India (Hexarloid ) 
Upper: iower surface 
~iddle: upper surface 
Lower: short cells 
and trichomes 
73 
Rothriochloa ischaemum Keng Amoy , China, via Wood~ard, Oklahoma 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 
Lower : short cells 
and trichomes 
p s 
nr, . 2u . 
7-l 
Eothriochloa ischaemum Keng 
Formosa 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 






t-c r iccr.l oa i schaemum K ng 
Aus .ria 
Upper: lower surface 
~idd le: upp r surface 
Lower: short cells 
and trichomes 
7& 
\-c r,ricc 1ca eri.an .r oices c. s. Hub ar<i 
Up er~ l er surface 
~idle~ upper surface 
er sr.ort cells 
and tricnomes 
. ?' ... .. . . 
r c,; 1 rioch oa pertusa A . Camus 
0 ' ,~ 
Upper : lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 






K nya, Afr:.ca 
Q :;er : low r ,.. l t-".idd e: U!) er 










·i • ( 0 . 
79 
Lr:i c,chloa radicar.s? 
~a irobi , Kenya , Africa 
Up er : lower surf ace 
Kiddle: upper surface 
Lower : sh ort cells 
anc t richanes 
80 
Upper : lo~ r surface 
iddle: upper surface 
Lover: short cells and t ricbomes 
l) J 
~· r- . 3 • 
.r ice loa venusta A. Camus 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 




'i, • ~2 . 
82 
a i li dium parviflorum Sta pf 
U per: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 














Chrysopogon a ucheri 
Stapf 
Uop r: lower surface 
Mi ddle: upper surface 
Lower: short cells 
and tricl:ames 
85 
Chry opogon montanus Tri. 
CJ, 
D Q 0. 
Upper: lower surface 
c=J~\ '"1iddle : upper surface 






Cl is achr sorfhoices ~eni b . 
Upper : low r surface 
hddle: up er surface 
'E r : short c 11s 
nd trichomes 
cfl, c.. rcpcn om c::.r:us Domin . 
'p r: low r surface 
,.; · ddle: upper surface 
Low r: short cells 
and trichomes 
Cyrrc:,o Cfon excavatus 
r ...,,._; (I ~p':l r lev:er sur:ace ,..., __ 
':r:r:1 e: u er surface 
..,.__,...._ :...Oi:e r sr.ort cells 





9 e=::)::J U per : lower surface 0 0 iiddle: upper surface ZLJ .. .... I • Lower : short cells 
' s and trichomes 
") ) . 
Cymbopogon martinii 
G(b, .. 
Upper : lower surface 
1). s. a e:, Middle: upper surface C<b 
Lower : short cells 
and trichomes 
Fi g . L!o. 
C. I . 
J>. , . 
JTC 
J. C 
Fi~ . L.1. 
I t 
Cymbopogon sp. 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 




Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 






:Cichanthium annula tum Stapf 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 
Lower: short cells 
and trichanes 
D. s 
Fj • Ll • 
Dichanthium a ristatum c. E. Hubbard 
Upper : lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 





i . 1: c; . 
Dichant ium caricosum A• Camus 
Upper : lower surface 
Middle: upper surf ace 
Lower : short cells 




Malay (Deep purple stem) 
C=OJ 
J) > OGclGl\ Upper : lower surface GQJe. Middle: upper surfa ce &, Lower : short cells 
l?<D ... and trichomes 
l· i • ).if . 
•;,.. ! ' 7 . 
97 
Dichanthium caricosum var. media 
(not flowering) 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 









Dichanthium papillosum Stapf 
(9co,q. 
Bi. ~ 68. 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 





Dichanthium sericeum A. C.amus 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 





Eria nthus longisetosus 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle : upper surface 




Eriant hus ravennae (L.) Beauv. 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle : upper surface 












t'-:i ..,, . 
103 
Eremopogon faveolatus Stapf 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 
Lower : short cells 
and trichomes 
a, 
1... • r' J • 
104 
Eucla ta conaylotricha S apf 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 






L -i • 
L' • 
Heter pogcn contortus 
New Delhi, India 
Upper : lower surf ace 
Middle: upper surface 
Lower: short cells 





fi • c... 6. 
106 
Heter opogon contortus Reem . & Schultz 
Alla habad , India 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 





Hvparrhenia chrysargyr a 
Upp r: lower surface 
Middle : upper surface 
Lower: short cells 
and trichomes 
8 0.6 8, 
Hy-parrhenia confinis 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 
Lower: short cells 
and trichomes 
HyPar r henia cymbaria 
(L.) Stapf 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 
Lower: short cells 
and trichomes 
I)_ s 
8 0 oO 
6,. 011. s, 3 
F·r- .- ( • 
Hyparrhenia dipla ndra 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 
Lower: short cells 
and trichomes 
?> { 
•'i 1c • . (1. 
Hyparrhenia edulis 
Anglo- Egyp . Suda n 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 
Lower: short cells 
an d t richomes 
c.. 
Hypa r rhenia edulis 
Anglo- Egyp . Sudan 
Upper: lower surf a ce 
Middle: upper surf ace 
Lower: s hort cells 
and trichomes 














HYPa:rrhenia hirta (L.) Stapf 
Upper: lower surface 
Mi ddle: upper surface 
Lower: short cells 
and trichomes 
/' r 1n 
J\...)-J' · 
f . _. . 
Hyparrhenia ruf a 
Mada gascar 
11 5 
Uprer : lower surface 
Mi ddle: upper sur a ce 
Low r : s hort cell s 
and trichomes 
11 6 
----~ -~.S;J ·...:: 
- -; .--:-- ._.;;., 
i O 9 
81 V s 
Eypa r rhenia rufa (Nee s) St apf 
Belgian Congo 
Upper: lower surface 
Miodle : upper surface 














Upper : lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 
Lower : s b. ort cells 
and trichomes 
11 
....,.. ::s:s :m 0 
CXC 
P.s too 
C~. e p• 
11 ') 
Ischaemum ru f- oSum Sal i s b . 
Upper: lower surface 
Mi ddle: upper surface 
Lower: short cells 
an d trichomes 
V 4 
... -; -
L - • 
120 
J cchaemum sp . (may be I solaema ) 
Upper: lower surface 
Mi ddle: upper surface 
Lowe r : short cells 
and trichomes 
'j • 71 • 
Lse i lemo laxum 
Upper : lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 




•• s. ~o. 
F_. • 7? • 
122 
Iseilemo va giniflorum 
Upper: lower surf ace 
Middle : upper surface 
Lower : short cells 
and trichomes 
123 
Lasiurus hirsutus (Forsk ) Boiss 
pper : lower surface 
1 iddle: upper surface 
J' Lower : short cells 
1X)t Ii and trichc:mes 
""' i .. . . . . 
124 
Y.is canthiciium unceum (Stapf) Stapf 
So . Rhodesia (Botany greenhouse) 
Upper : lower surface 
Mirldle : upper surface 
Low r: short cells 
and trichomes 
125 
Upper! lower surface 
Mi ddle: upper surface 
Lower: short cells 
and tricbomes 
126 
P on the rum a niceurn (Lm .) Pac'k . 
CC(X)=, Upper : lower 
surface 
e:cc:> o,. 
Middle: upper surface 
D 5 




.t'.; - • 
I 
F.c: toellia exaltaia L. f 
Ga:J.,. 
~~Q. "D.S Upper: lo er surface Middle : upper surface 
Low r : short cells 
and trictomes 
_-; ... . _77 . 
Sch i zac yrium jeff r eysi i (Hack . ) Stapf 
C<B,. 
Upper : lower surface 1). f 
€s=.8:==:J g 0 Middle: upper surface a. 8 Lower . short cells . 
and trichomes 




l'i 79 . 
..=ch i za ch.)Tium littora is 
Upper : lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 






Sorghum aetti cpicum 
Upper: lower surface 
Mi r dle : upper surface 






Sorghum halepense (L.) Per s . 
Israel 
Upper: lower surface 
Middle: upper surface 
Low r : short cel ls 
and trichomes 
132 
Scrghurn halepense (L . ) Pers. 
Dehra Dun , India 
c~ 
Q Upper : lower surface Middle : upper surface 
5; s Low r : shor cells 




Sorghum halepense (L. ) Pers. 
India 
Upper: lower surface 
l iddle: upper surface 
Lower: short cells 
and trichomes 
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SUMivIAR.Y .AND DISCUSSION 
This paper includes 23 genera, 71 species or a total of 83 
entries of Andropogoneae. 
Epidermal patterns were studied mainly by the peel method , 
usi ng acetone and cellulose acetate film, and compared w.i.. th per idermal 
sections and some whole cle8red mounts. 
General epidermal cell elements, bicellular micro hairs , 
silica cells, cushion hairs , macrohairs, bulbous hairs , swollen 
hairs , papillae, spicules and stomata were studied in detail a.s 
well as the arrangeDEnt. Silic a cells may be · dumbbell-shaped , 
nudulose, cruciate, and double-bladed axe-shaped . There are 56 
entries of dumbbell- shaped, 18 entries of dumbbell- shaped with 
nodulose, 7 species ofiidumbbell-sbaped wi t h some cruciate, and 3 
species of double bladed-axe or some cruci at e. 
Bicellular-microhairs were present in 75 entries , or 63 
distinct species , and bicellular-microhairs absent on 8 species . 
Three species have only bicellular hairs and one species h8s no 
trichomes. 
Stomata and trichomes alternat ing in the same r ow occur on 
52 entries. Silica cells alternate with trichomes in the s ame row 
on 45 entries. 
This study showed that bicellular-microhairs and dumbbell-
shaped silica cells are comJ/lon characters of the Andropogoneae . 
13.5 
Also dumbbell-shaped silica cells and variable trichomes a~e common 
characters . These elements are E'upanicoid tribe characters accord-
ing to Prat . No bicellul ar-nu.crohair species are of the Festucoid 
type according t o Pr at (1936). But for t hese species a more detailed 
and broader examinat ion is needed. 
Almost all entr ies have trichomes, cushion hairs , swollen 
hairs, bulbous hairs, papillae and spicules except only one 
species - Cyrnbopogon bombycinus. 
Bicellul ;;ir-micro hairs and dumbbell-shaped silica cells 
are important character s for t he .Andropogone ae tri be , as well as 
the genus and species classification. The other eleroonts of 
trichomes , cushion hairs, swollen hairs, papillae and spicules 
are more variable in the s ame species . Many of these elements 
alternate with silica cells and stoma a regularly in certain species . 
This arrangement of elements sil ic a cells , stomata , an d trichomes 
are more i mportant for identificat ion of species . A single character 
may be quali tative and of diagnostic valve , whereas , other si ngle 
characters may vary qua..nti t atively , and are primarily of value only 
with a group of characters . Both of these, qualitative and 
quantitative characters are useful f or taxonorzy of grasses. 
A dichotomous key was constructed f or the purpose of pointing 
out the pr i ncipal diagnostic features of t he epi dermal patter ns as 
wel l as surface morphology- . 
The present paper enables us to add more to the knowledge of 
136 
epidermal patterns of selected members of the Bluestem tribe 
grown in the similar environment of the common transplant garden. 
137 
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